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Speed 
Digital printing offers an extremely quick service turn around time taking production times from days to 
minutes on small to medium print runs. The vast majority of digital files can go straight to digital press output, 
with virtually no pre-print setup costs, allowing operators to alternate between jobs with minimum down-time 
and providing end users with quicker and more cost effective service. OKI Data appreciates that our end user 
customers often require a rapid print service which is why we are constantly working to improve the quality 
output from all our digital print technologies. 

Versatility 
This is where digital printing gets clever! Offering the consumer a much more flexible and customized service. 
The ability to synchronize applications requiring color managed output and  variable data allows printed 
material to be personalized in high color quality so that every sheet is customized to specific customer needs. 
The ability to adjust your company message, prices or even customers contact details in the case of direct 
mailing, offers a much more competitive personalized service at very little extra cost. This also allows the print 
shop owner the ability to generate incremental sales revenues by offering expanded services. 

Quality 
With digital print quality that now matches conventional printing processes our customers can now confidently 
use full color digital print methods to produce extremely professional looking promotional material on critical 
customer applications. Our OKI Data digital envelope printers allow printing to be performed on a wide variety 
of substrates making it possible for print shop owners and heads of departments to offer their customers a 
wider selection of high quality papers, envelopes, synthetics and card stocks. Whether the end user customer 
requests plain, gloss, matte, silk, coated, uncoated or environmentally friendly medias we're confident that our 
OKI Data digital envelope printers can meet the specification and address your printing needs. 
 

Cost 
The ability to print-on-demand and avoid costs associated with traditional printing methods which require 
minimum order requirements, printing plate changes, set-up and wash up fees allows digital printing to be the 
more cost-effective solution on short to medium print runs. Traditional printing services have always had 
minimum quantity order requirements however, in todays world clients are geared more toward the print on 
demand model which allows them to only order what they need when they need. Because of the flexibilities 
only found in solutions like our OKI Data digital envelope printers, digital printing companies no longer have 
these sorts of constraints therefore providing service offerings which are inline with their customers 
requirements.

Digital Printing: The Benefits 
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The Market 
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Digital Print Market To Reach $187.7 billion by 2018 

Digital printing market analysis shows that the industry will grow from $131.5 billion in 2013 to 
$187.7 billion in 2018, a compound annual growth rate of 7.4%. 

Digital printing trends dictate that the share of the total print market will grow from 9.8% in 2008 to 20.6% 
by 2018. All the offset processes will continue to see their value shares fall. 

A new study conducted by a leading analyst firm shows how the issue of direct competition between 
digital and offset printing is a daily occurrence for print service suppliers, in determining which process 
they should use for a particular job. 

 In 2008 all digital printing accounted for a little under 18.5% of the offset market in value 
 terms, by 2018 it is estimated to be worth almost 50% of the offset sector across the world 
 and higher in the more mature print regions. Digital's share of the offset volume is much 
 lower, reflecting the much higher unit costs being obtained for digital print than for offset. 
 The volume of all offset prints will fall by 10.2% across the world between 2008 and 2018, 
 while digital print volume is forecast to grow by 68.1% in this same period. 

 As the image quality continues to improve in digital printing, productivity and reliability are the 
 main components that are making digital printing more cost effective over higher runs. Digital print can 
 be produced quickly, with no time in platemaking, press set up and wash up, reducing
 turnaround time of jobs. More shops will add a digital printer to their production 
 environments to optimize output and minimize unit costs. Innovative uses of digital printing 
 for printing short run digital envelopes and other value based products can help printers 
 avoid becoming a commodities broker. 



Digital Printing vs Traditional Offset Printing 

DIGITAL vs OFFSET PRINTING:  
In recent years digital printing has surged as the ideal method for printing short run print applications such as 
envelope, letterhead and business cards. As of late, technical advancements in speed, image quality, color 
management and a wider selection of print media options have made digital print the ideal solution for short run 
production printing. Therefore, an understanding of the advantages and disadvantages of digital printing versus 
those of traditional offset lithography, is crucial in making the right choice for your clients printing company. The 
following provides a brief explanations of the advantages of digital printing as well as some limitations when 
compared to traditional offset printing. 

DIGITAL PRINTING: The OKI Data Digital Envelope press delivers high resolution digital color that rivals the 
traditional offset printing press used on most stationery applications. Unlike some digital printers that use ink jet 
technology which can and often smears when wet, our digital envelope presses use dry toner which is fused 
onto the substrate via heated fuser system. The print image quality is similar to flat offset printing with bright, 
saturated long-lasting colors which are laser safe allowing customer to re-run them for addressing on third 
party printers.  
Digital printing allows customers the benefits of a Print On Demand digital printing model allowing your 
customers to capitalize on the efficiencies of digital printing. Allowing your client to get the best print quality at 
the most competitive prices, and with the quickest turnaround.  

TRADITIONAL OFFSET PRINTING: Offset lithography is the most common and oldest high volume 
commercial printing technology. In offset printing, the pre-press department reviews the design file then 
produces a printing plate using either film negative or more commonly found direct to plate-setter to expose a 
photosensitized printing plate . Once the image has been burned into the plate (1 for each CMYK color)  the 
plates can then be mounted onto the printing press and inked up for production printing. Although the pre 
production process is laborious offset printing strength is image quality, color consistency and above all speed 
making it the ideal choice when printing high print runs of 10,000 and above. This also is the reason that 
printing short run is not cost effective on traditional offset making the only choice for short run digital. 

ADVANTAGES OF DIGITAL & OFFSET METHODS 

OFFSET ADVANTAGES: 

1. Higher image quality, higher resolution

2. Print on wide range of printing surfaces including paper,
wood, cloth, metal, leather, rough paper and plastic.

3. The unit cost goes down as the quantity goes up.

4. Quality and cost-effectiveness in high volume jobs.

5. Speed. Offset stands alone when it comes to speed

DIGITAL ADVANTAGES: 

1. Produce envelopes, letterhead & business cards in 1 device

2. Produce short run jobs faster than offset

3. Print on wide variety of stocks from plain paper, coated,
uncoated, magnetic, metallic, wood veneer, heat transfer and
translucent stocks to name a few.

4. Produce Variable Data & QR code applications

5. Cost effective on short run jobs (5,000 & under)

6. Small and compact and can be installed in office environment

7. Skilled operator not required to operate

8. Environmentally safe (no chemicals for wash up)
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The Business Case – Short Run Envelopes  

WHY DIGITAL SHORT RUN ENVELOPES?  

Short run digital envelope runs of 5,000 & less are the ideal 
sweet spot for digital printing. Expand your business by 
addressing this un-serviced market. Customer can now 
print a short run job in less time than producing printing 
plates and inking up a press! 

Differentiate envelope printing offerings with VDP (variable 
data printing) and provide expanded services such as direct 
mail on print runs of 5,000 or less. Further expand offerings 
and generate new sources of revenue with the ability to 
print on dark envelopes and flat stocks with either clear or 
white toner for unique applications.  

The Opportunity  
By every account, the market for short-run envelope 
printing is exploding. Brand owners, Commercial Printers, 
Quick Printers and In-Plants have the same common 
problem, how to fill short run envelope print orders 
efficiently. If your customers is an In-Plant they are more 
concerned with cost savings however, if your customer is a 
Print for Pay establishment they are more concerned with a 
profit generating solution.   

The Solution   
“Go Digital”  
OKI has affordable short-run, digital envelope systems in 
CMYK and CMYK +White or +Clear.  
OKI Data’s solutions are ideal for environments that are 
100% digital and integrate well with other digital printing 
solutions from other manufactures. OKI Data digital 
envelope solutions will help round out any customers digital 
print offerings.   

Short Run Digital Envelope Examples 
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16808 Armstrong Ave., Ste. 180 | Irvine, CA  92606

Leader Bike USA 
205 W. 35th Street – Suite J 
National City, CA 91950 



The Business Case – #10 Envelope ROI Example 

16808 Armstrong Ave., Ste. 180 | Irvine, CA  92606

Return On Investment 
Assuming we use the envelope image on the right as 
an example of a typical #10 envelope job printed in 
quantity of 1,000 and resold at an industry average cost 
per envelope of $0.25 at a quantity of 1,000 this job 
should generate $230.90 of profit per job. Assuming the 
customer prints 1 job of 1,000 envelopes per day the 
customer should make an estimated profit of $4,618 per 
month. The CPP figure includes all consumable items 
used in each of the OKI Data models included below.  

The following items are excluded from CPP: 
- Labor
- Envelope Media Cost
- Service Cost (beyond warranty period)

- pro900DP: 2 year warranty
- C931e: 2 Year Warranty
- C941e: 1 Year Warranty
- C931DP & C941DP: 1 Year Warranty

Printer Configuration 
- pro900DP: Print engine with 2 drawers, high capacity feeder, conveyer and EFI Fiery 8e RIP
- C931DP & C941DP: Print engine with 2 drawers, high capacity feeder and conveyer and White or Clear

toner kit on C941DP only
- C931DP & C941DP with RIP: Print engine with 2 drawers, high capacity feeder, conveyer and choice of

EFI Fiery XF or Harlequin RIP and White or Clear toner kit on C941DP only
- C931e & C941e: Print engine only with 1 drawer and White or Clear toner kit on C941e only
- C931e & C941e with RIP: Print engine with 1 drawer and choice of EFI Fiery XF or Harlequin RIP and

White or Clear toner kit on C941e only

Quan%ty		 CPP	 Resell	 Profit	

100	 	$0.0191		 	$0.2500		 $23.09	
250	 	$0.0191		 	$0.2500		 $57.73	
500	 	$0.0191		 	$0.2500		 $115.45	
750	 	$0.0191		 	$0.2500		 $173.18	
1000	 	$0.0191		 	$0.2500		 $230.90	
1500	 	$0.0191		 	$0.2500		 $346.35	
2000	 	$0.0191		 	$0.2500		 $461.80	
2500	 	$0.0191		 	$0.2500		 $577.25	
3500	 	$0.0191		 	$0.2500		 $808.15	
4500	 	$0.0191		 	$0.2500		 $1,039.05	
5000	 	$0.0191		 	$0.2500		 $1,154.50	

Digital	Envelope	Printer	 Acquisi%on	Cost	 Jobs	Per	
Month	 ROI	Months	

pro900DP	 $19,999.00	 20	 4.33	
OKI	C931DP	 $19,999.00	 20	 4.33	
OKI	C941DP	 $36,099.00	 20	 7.8	
OKI	C931DP	w/EFI	Fiery	XF	 $24,999.00	 20	 5.4	
OKI	C941DP	w/EFI	Fiery	XF	 $41,099.00	 20	 8.8	
OKI	C931e		 $6,099.00	 20	 1.3	
OKI	C941e		 $22,199.00	 20	 4.8	
OKI	C931e	w/EFI	Fiery	XF	 $11,099.00	 20	 2.4	
OKI	C941e	w/EFI	Fiery	XF	 $27,199.00	 20	 5.8	
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Why an OKI Digital Envelope Printer? 
OKI Data digital envelope printers are extremely versatile devices capable of handling many different 
applications and print substrates. This is why OKI Data solutions are ideal for print environments with 
existing digital print equipment. Many competitive products are unable to produce certain applications 
that OKI can due to it’s straight paper path design and media flexibility. OKI Data digital envelope 
printers are the perfect compliment for print shop environments that are new to digital printing or may 
have a need to move away from traditional printing press operations. The ideal sweet spots are listed 
below. 

Who needs it? 
OKI Data digital printers are compact digital solutions with great image quality, speed and versatility 
with low acquisition cost and cost of operation. In print environments that have already migrated over to 
digital printing will almost always have an immediate need for a solution to address envelope printing. 
This is where OKI Data shines! Although we are not looking to displace any incumbent technology, we 
do however want to coexist and compliment any and all legacy production digital print devices. 
Additionally, with our expanded capabilities such as envelope & letterhead printing from one device we 
ensure consistent print output quality on various substrates from plain paper, envelopes, synthetic 
medias, magnetic media, foils, label medias and many more.   

Where to sell it? 
§ Quick Printers
§ In-Plant Print Shops
§ Internal Marketing Departments
§ Churches
§ Commercial Printers
§ Digital Printers
§ Marketing Services and Communications
§ Universities/K-12 Education
§ Real Estate Offices
§ Direct Mail
§ Retail
§ Financial/Healthcare

Unique features: 
§ Smaller Footprint
§ Low Cost Of Acquisition
§ Low Total Cost Of Operation
§ Straight Paper Path
§ Printing Versatility & Laser Safe
§ High Capacity Envelope Feeder
§ Prints Sizes: 3”x5” to 12”x19”
§ Prints Wide Variety Of Substrates & Weights
§ Environmentally Safe
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Positioning: OKI Digital Envelope Printer 
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Marketing: OKI pro900DP Envelope Printer 

The OKI pro900DP envelope printer is a CMYK digital envelope printer 
capable of producing full color images in 600 x 600 dpi to 1200 x 1200 
dpi resolution. The solution can produce up to 50 #10 envelopes per 
minute in full color or 36 letter pages per minute in full color and 40 
pages per minute in monochrome.  

The solution can also print on a wide variety of envelope substrates 
(covered in OKI Data Certified Media List) including window envelopes, 
printing on envelope flaps and bleed off left, right and bottom of 
envelope. The pro900DP can print sizes from as small as 3”x5” 
envelopes and cards up to 10” x 13” catalogue envelopes utilizing the 
high capacity feeder.  

The system includes 2 media trays each holding a maximum of 530 
sheets up to 12” x 19”. The pro900DP comes standard with an EFI 
Fiery 8e Embedded RIP which gives customers the ability to adjust 
color to better match Pantone PMS colors and achieve the best possible 
color match. In addition, the EFI Fiery RIP also helps customers 
produce basic variable data applications such as addressing letters, 
envelopes or postcards to produce mail ready documents in a single 
pass consistently on one device. 

Additional Options: 
§ Duplexing unit

Print These Envelope Types & More 

pro900DP  
Envelope Press  

Brilliant, consistent production color and 
customized output for envelope printing 

• Embedded EFI Fiery® System 8e controller with
Smart RIP®

• HD Color Printing for breathtaking output on wide
variety of envelope stocks

• 1200 x 1200 dpi (pro900DP)
• Prints up to 50 envelopes per minute
• Handles media weights from: 307 gsm from all

paper drawers and up to 320 gsm from envelope
feeder

• Prints minimum size of 4”x 5” envelopes to 12” x
19” catalogue envelopes from envelope feeder

• Prints 8 ½” x 11” up to 12”x18” media from drawers
• Comes standard with 2 paper drawers and 1

storage compartment
• 2 Year On Site Warranty
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Marketing: OKI C931DP/C941DP Envelope Printer 

The OKI C931DP/C941DP envelope printers are the latest addition 
to the OKI Data line up of production digital envelope printers. The 
C931DP is a CMYK digital envelope printer capable of producing full 
color images in 600 x 600 dpi to 1200 x 1200 dpi resolution. The 
solution can produce up to 500 #10 envelopes in less than 12 
minutes in full color in full color or monochrome.  

The C941DP has the same capabilities, with the addition of a 5th 
color either white toner or clear toner can be added to the CMYK 
standard toner set. The strength and flexibility of the 5th color allows 
printers to expand their creativity and enhance their capabilities and 
product offerings like never before. Whether a client requests full 
color printing on dark medias, clear medias or metallic medias, OKI 
Data’s C941DP can easily accomplish with its’ ability to print white 
as a base and full color over the possibilities are endless.  

The solution can also print on a wide variety of envelope substrates 
including window envelopes and can easily handle media weights up 
to 360 gsm including extra-thick card stock, 14-point polyester, 
magnetic media, transparency films and much more. Enjoy the 
flexibility of printing in sizes ranging from 3" x 5" index cards to 13" x 
19” catalogue envelopes. 

These devices represent a new design driven by an aggressive goal 
to create rugged, affordable and flexible printers aligned with the 
direction of today’s print production marketplace. Their short-run 
capacities and fast print speed deliver stunning output across the 
widest range of media. Add the optional EFI Fiery XF® Server or 
Harlequin 10 Server® to the C931DP or C941DP and get 
professional devices with enhanced color management and 
simplified workflows. 

Additional Options: 
§ EFI Fiery XF®  Server
§ Harlequin 10 Server®

         OKI C931DP/C941DP          
Digital Envelope Press  

Brilliant, consistent production color and 
customized output for envelope printing 

• EFI XF Server® (Optional)
• First in its class to offer “White Toner & Clear

Toner” (C941DP)
• HD Color Printing for breathtaking output even on

envelopes and on a wide variety of paper stocks
• 1200 x 1200 dpi
• Prints up to 70 envelopes per minute
• Prints up to 50 ppm Color
• Prints up to 50 ppm Mono
• Handles media weights from: 320 gsm from all

paper drawers and up to 360 gsm from envelope
feeder

• Prints minimum size of 4”x 5” envelopes to 10” x
13” catalogue envelopes from envelope feeder

• Prints 8 ½” x 11” up to13”x18” media from drawers
• Comes standard with 2 paper drawers and 1

storage compartment
• 1 Year On Site Warranty (C931DP/C941DP)
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Examples & CPP: OKI Digital Envelope Printer 

Printer:  pro900DP 
Example:  #10 4Color Envelope 
Size:  4 1/8” x  9 1/2” 
Cost per Print:   $0.0369   
Uses:      Ideal for low volume single      

 pass.  

Printer:  C931DP/C941DP 
Example:  Full Color Insurance Cover 
Size:  8 ½” x 11” 
Cost per Print:  $0.1375 
Uses:  Ideal for low volume customers 

Printer:  C931DP/C941DP 
Example:  Hospital Form 
Size:  8 ½” x 11”  
Cost per Print:  $0.0591     
Uses:  Ideal for low volume customers 

Standard #10 – 4 1/8” x  9 1/2””  

Printer:  pro900DP 
Example:  #10 4Color Envelope 
Size:  4 1/8” x  9 1/2” 
Cost per Print:  $0.0630     
Uses:      Ideal for low volume 

 customers  churches, schools, 
 in house marketing depts, 
 commercial print shops 

Standard #10 – 4 1/8” x  9 1/2””  

John Brown
123 Springfield Street
Anytown, USA 18234

Printed on a C941dn Multi Media Production Device from OKI
© 2013 Oki Data Americas, Inc. OKI Reg. T.M., Oki Electric Industry Co. Ltd. For information, call  1-800-OKI-DATA  or visit  www.okidata.com     16091-0813

Joh  
123 
Any   

    Multi Media Production Device from OKI
    s, Inc. OKI Reg. T.M., Oki Electric Industry Co. Ltd. For information, call  1-800-OKI-DATA  or visit  www oki      

Acorn Cafe
132 West Vancouver Drive
Sacramento, TX 14123
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Examples & CPP: OKI Digital Envelope Printer 

Printer:  C931DP/C941DP 
Example:  #10 4Color Envelope 
Size:  4 1/8” x  9 1/2” 
Cost per Print:   $0.0322   
Uses:      Ideal for low volume single      

 pass.  

Standard #10 – 4 1/8” x  9 1/2””  

Printer:  C931DP/C941DP 
Example:  #10 4Color Envelope 
Size:  4 1/8” x  9 1/2” 
Cost per Print:  $0.0424     
Uses:      Ideal for low volume 

 customers  churches, schools,  
 in house marketing depts,  
 commercial print shops 

Standard #10 – 4 1/8” x  9 1/2””  

John Brown
123 Springfield Street
Anytown, USA 18234

Printed on a C941dn Multi Media Production Device from OKI
© 2013 Oki Data Americas, Inc. OKI Reg. T.M., Oki Electric Industry Co. Ltd. For information, call  1-800-OKI-DATA  or visit  www.okidata.com     16091-0813

Joh  
123 
Any   

    Multi Media Production Device from OKI
    s, Inc. OKI Reg. T.M., Oki Electric Industry Co. Ltd. For information, call  1-800-OKI-DATA  or visit  www oki      

Acorn Cafe
132 West Vancouver Drive
Sacramento, TX 14123

Standard Red #10 – 4 1/8” x  9 1/2””  

Printer:  C941DP 
Example:  #10 Color Envelope w/ White 
Size:  4 1/8” x  9 1/2” 
Cost per Print:  $0.0566     
Uses:      Ideal for low volume 

 specialty printer customers 
 such as invitation printers, 
 wedding planners and  
 marketing depts, commercial  
 print shops 



Leader Bike USA 
205 W. 35th Street – Suite J 
National City, CA 91950 
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Examples & CPC: OKI pro900DP Envelope Printer 

Printer:  pro900DP 
Example:  OKI 4Color Envelope 
Size:  #10 (4 1/8 “ x 9 ½ “) 
Ideal Volumes:    Up to 5,000 
Cost per Print:  $0.02   
Uses:      Ideal for low volume users. 

Printer:  C931DP/C941DP 
Example:  Leader Bike 
Size:  Catalogue (9 ½” x 12 ½” )    
Ideal Volumes:  Up to 2,500    
Cost per Print:  $0.088 
Uses:  Ideal for low volume users. 

Printer:  C931DP/C941DP 
Example:   Copytron Envelope 
Size:  #10 (4 1/8 “ x 9 ½ “)   
Ideal Volumes:    Up to 5,000 
Cost per Print:    $0.04 
Uses:      Ideal for low volume users. 
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LED vs Laser Technology 
Understanding todays digital printing technology requires knowing how an image is created on paper. The 
process in basic terms comes down to this: a light source creates an electrostatic image of rasterized dots, 
which is converted to a toner image, which is then fused to the paper. The light source, is the core of this 
process in our case LED technology. The light source in all current digital printers is driven by one of two 
technologies: laser technology and LED technology. OKI Data is a leader in printing innovation, utilizing our 
patented digital LED technology for its line of digital color printers. In fact, under the OKI Data brand, the 
company's current line of digital color printers represents its 7th generation of digital LED and Single Pass 
Color™ technology. Why has OKI Data chosen to develop digital LED technology while much of the printing 
industry uses laser? This following offers a contrast between the two technologies and a brief explanation of 
OKI Data’s choice in LED technology. 

The Benefits of LED Digital Printing 

What is digital LED technology 
printing? 
LED stands for Light Emitting Diode. In 
digital color printers from OKI Printing 
Solutions, these diodes—which are tiny 
semiconductors that produce light—are 
mounted in rows (arrays) along the 
digital LED print head. To create a 
printed document, the digital LED print 
head illuminates the photoconductive 
drum by emitting an entire line of dots, 
all at one time. This “full row” method 
differs from a laser print head, which 
writes the dots in a one-at-a-time 
sequence as the single laser light 
source scans across the drum. 

What is laser technology printing? 
Laser is an acronym for Light 
Amplification by Stimulated Emission of 
Radiation. Laser printing uses a single 
light source to create an image. The 
difference is that while digital LED 
printing creates a complete line at one 
time, laser renders each dot 
individually in sequence. This complex 
process requires 7 steps, as opposed 
to the single step of digital LED 
printing. The illustration and the 
following comparison detail the 
difference: 

Digital LED Print Head Laser Print Head 

1. Start with single light source.
2. Focus laser beam.
3. Reflect laser beam.
4. Refract laser beam.
5. Rotate polygon mirror.
6. Synchronize start line.
7. Write image to drum.

1. Write image directly to drum.
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The Key Advantages of LED Digital Printing 

Why digital LED printing is more efficient than laser.  
Digital LED printing offers several key efficiencies versus laser 
printing: 

Direct - Digital LED uses one step, laser requires 7 steps. 

Fewer moving parts - Digital LED features solid state technology, 
laser assemblies use mirrors, motors and complex positional 
adjustment mechanisms. 

Line-wide light source - Digital LED uses multiple light-emitting 
diodes to create images one full line at a time. Laser renders each 
dot individually, scanning across each line and then returning back 
to start the next sequence. 

Advantages delivered by digital LED printing: 
Two-piece consumables - The smaller digital LED print head 
contributes to the unique design of our cost-effective two-piece 
consumables. The two-piece design also allows for “true black” 
printing by lifting the color drums during monochrome jobs. This 
feature allows for OKI Data to deliver low-cost mono 
printing, comparable to a mono laser as well as low-cost color. In 
addition, digital LED color printers from OKI Printing Solutions 
allow for the independent replacement of toner cartridges and 
drums. This can mean significant savings in consumables, which 
represent the largest cost factor in running a color printer.  
Resulting Benefit: Low cost per page and low total cost of 
ownership 
Fast printing from a simple design - Color printers write images 
in cyan, magenta, yellow and black. Digital LED printers write this 
data to four separate drums in a single pass, as with the exclusive 
Single Pass Color™ technology used in color printers from OKI 
Data.  
Resulting Benefit: Increased productivity 

Single Pass Color™— OKI Data’s digital LED color printers 
are engineered with either four or five solid-state print 
arrays and four synchronized photoconductive drums in a 
compact horizontal format. The toner colors are laid on the 
image transfer belt and fused in one direct pass. 

HD Color 
High definition color is the standard for the C9 Series. 
HD Color renders deeper, more saturated colors,  
finer detail and more precise toner placement than ordinary 
color printers. This unique four-part process includes:  

Multilevel LED Print Heads - Control the amount of toner  
applied to each 1200-dpi dot, preserving fine image detail and 
maximizing color fidelity.  

Microfine Toner - Engineered to ensure that printed 
documents are sharp and crisp, with a high-quality finish.  

Single Pass ColorTM Technology - Enhanced to improve 
color registration, regardless of paper type and weight, and 
provides better toner transfer across a wider range of media 
types.  

Printer Control System - Automatically adjusts for sharp, 
clear images every time; color checking and matching deliver 
professional photo-like quality.  

Straight and reliable paper path - The design of the digital 
LED print head combined with Single Pass Color™ 
technology and the straight-through paper path allows for 
faster color printing, minimal jams and smooth handling. It 
also allows for producing a wide range of documents on a 
variety of paper weights up to 307 gsm (pro900DP) and 360 
gsm (C931e/C941e/C931DP/C941DP) in sizes up to 13” x 52” 
banners (C931e/C941e).  
Resulting Benefit: Greater media flexibility and increased 
productivity 

Precise dot placement and rich color depth - The digital 
LED print head is a solid-state light source providing a high 
concentration of light at the center of the dot. Combined with a 
fixed LED array and relatively simple alignment controls, the 
digital LED print head delivers sharp detail and rich color 
depth up to 1200 x 1200 dpi. This output quality is especially 
noticeable in smaller font sizes where our digital LED color 
printers provide exceptionally 
crisp text.  
Resulting Benefit: Higher-quality color output 

Reliable Print heads - The digital LED print head is solid-
state, with no moving parts. They are also impervious to 
moisture and simple to clean. Plus, all digital LED print heads 
from OKI Data come with a 5-year limited warranty.  
Resulting Benefit: Greater Reliability 

Easy to maintain - Digital LED-based printers have a 
mechanically simpler design which leads directly to lower 
failure rates. A simpler design also makes maintenance easier 
with fewer user interventions and reduced time under repair.  
Resulting Benefit: More uptime and increased 
productivity 
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Understanding Your Customers Business 

How well do you understand your customers business?  
Often time the most important questions which can help you better understand what your customer is trying to 
accomplish are overlooked or never asked. The focus in many cases is to simply sell a customer a piece of 
equipment never understanding why and move on to the next opportunity. In todays economy it is important 
to ask your customer questions to better understand their business, their critical needs, understand their 
challenges and what they are trying to accomplish in order to identify the correct and viable solution for them. 
In the process you may uncover additional sales opportunities!  

pro900DP  
Envelope Press  

Brilliant, consistent production color and 
customized output for envelope printing 

• Embedded EFI Fiery® System 8e controller with Smart
RIP®

• HD Color Printing for breathtaking output on wide variety
of envelope stocks

• 1200 x 1200 dpi (pro900DP)
• Prints up to 50 envelopes per minute
• Handles media weights from: 307 gsm from all paper

drawers and up to 320 gsm from envelope feeder
• Prints minimum size of 4”x 5” envelopes to 12” x 19”

catalogue envelopes from envelope feeder
• Prints 8 ½” x 11” up to 12”x18” media from drawers
• Comes standard with 2 paper drawers and 1 storage

compartment
• 2 Year On Site Warranty

         OKI C931DP/C941DP          
Digital Envelope Press  

Brilliant, consistent production color and 
customized output for envelope printing 

• EFI XF Server® (Optional)
• First in its class to offer “White Toner & Clear 

Toner” (C941DP)
• HD Color Printing for breathtaking output even on 

envelopes and on a wide variety of paper stocks
• 1200 x 1200 dpi
• Prints up to 500 envelopes in less than 12 minutes
• Prints up to 50 ppm Color
• Prints up to 50 ppm Mono
• Handles media weights from: 320 gsm from all paper 

drawers and up to 360 gsm from envelope feeder
• Prints minimum size of 4”x 5” envelopes to 10” x 13” 

catalogue envelopes from envelope feeder
• Prints 8 ½” x 11” up to13”x18” media from drawers
• Comes standard with 2 paper drawers and 1 storage 

compartment
• 1 Year On Site Warranty 
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Are you a vendor or consultant?  
This is an important question and one that every sales professional should ask themselves yet often don’t. 
How a customer views you often indicates the type of selling you are doing. In many cases customers view 
sales professionals as order takers, commodities brokers, vendors, etc. There is a small percentage of sales 
professionals a customer will consider a true consultant. These are usually sales professionals that are 
constantly asking questions about the clients business, bringing new ideas and solutions to customers with 
one thing in mind… helping them succeed. It’s important to be viewed as a consultant by your customers and 
to be viewed as a valued business partner than any of the aforementioned titles. This gets back to the 
importance of understanding your customers business and more specific, “your customers business need.” 
The more you know about your customers business the better equipped and prepared you will be to suggest 
solutions that will be beneficial to not just your customer but your customers customer. 

The following are some general questions that should be asked of commercial print shop owners, quick 
printers and in-plant print shop management and personnel. Be cautious of asking questions in which you may 
not have a good follow up answer or question to. The key is preparation! Be prepared and able to engage in 
business discussions which will position you as a consultative sales professional and not someone who just 
wants to sell a piece of equipment. Business owners can identify a box slinger and will disengage eliminating 
your chance at a sale! We will cover some more machine and product specific questions as we address OKI’s 
digital envelope printer solutions in the pages to come.  

Questions for Print Shop owners and In-Plant department heads; 
§ Do your customers request short run envelope printing?
§ Are any of your customers requesting expanded services such as variable printing?
§ How do you differentiate your company from your competition?
§ What is your sales strategy for obtaining new customers?
§ How satisfied are your customers with your service offerings?
§ Do you feel you are losing business opportunities by not having a digital envelope solution?
§ What types of accounts make up your client base and what services do you offer them?
§ Where do you see your companies future growth coming from?
§ What print services would your clients benefit from that you can’t provide today?

§ Direct Mail?
§ Variable Data Printing?

§ What types of things are you doing to remain relevant?
§ What are you doing to remain competitive?
§ Who is your biggest competition?
§ Are you satisfied with your current print technology?
§ Do you currently outsource any printing?

§ If yes, what types of work do you outsource?
§ How secure is your work being outsourced?
§ Is the work in jeopardy of being lost by a more capable print provider?

How Do Your Customers View YOU? 
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